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Abstract

A class of “simple” online algorithms for thek-server problem is identified. This class, for which the termtracklessis
introduced, includes many known server algorithms. Thek-server conjecture fails for trackless algorithms. A lower bound
of 23/11 on the competitiveness of any deterministic trackless 2-server algorithm and a lower bound of 1+ √2/2 on the
competitiveness of any randomized trackless 2-server problem are given. 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Irani and Rubinfeld [10] give a simple algorithm
for the 2-server problem in an arbitrary metric space,
which is between 6- and 10-competitive. This algo-
rithm is remarkable in at least two ways. First, it uses
only constant memory and, for each request, serves
the request in constant time. Secondly, the algorithm
can be oblivious to the actual metric space, as long
as the distances from the servers to the request point
are known. In effect, the algorithm in its implemen-
tation never requires a data type “point”. By con-
trast, the work function algorithm (WFA) [7], which
is known to be 2-competitive for the 2-server prob-
lem (and(2k − 1)-competitive for thek-server prob-
lem [11]) may need to retain information about all pre-
viously requested points.
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Borodin and El-Yaniv [2] posed as an open ques-
tion to show a lower bound greater than 2 on the com-
petitive ratio of any deterministic 2-server algorithm
that uses constant time and space per request. They
also mention that for such a lower bound the model of
computation needed to be formalized. Such a model
is difficult to formalize because unlimited information
can be hidden even in a single real number.

In this paper we introduce the concept of atrack-
lessonline algorithm.Tracklessnessis a property of
an online algorithm for the server problem which is
a restriction on what input data the algorithm uses in
its computation, and on what outputs the algorithm
gives. Specifically, for each request point, the algo-
rithm is only given as input the distances of the cur-
rent server positions to the request point. A track-
less algorithm may memorize such distance values,
but is restricted from storing explicitly any points of
the metric space. In the algorithm’s response to a re-
quest, the algorithm is limited to producing output
that identifies which server moves, and does not men-
tion points in the metric space explicitly. Many known
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algorithms are trackless. These include BALANCE2,
BALANCE_SLACK, RANDOM_SLACK and HAR-
MONIC, whereas, for example, WFA is not trackless.
The concept of tracklessness can be generalized to
other online problems. For example, there is an ob-
vious extension to the paging problem.

It would be desirable to settle thek-server conjec-
ture by finding ak-competitive algorithm for thek-
server problem, and it would be desirable if that algo-
rithm were simple, in the sense that it uses few inputs
as well as little time and space.

The results in this paper give an indication that this
may not be possible. We suspect that if there is ak-
competitive online algorithm for thek-server problem,
it cannot be simple. In particular, we show that, if
only trackless algorithms are considered, thek-server
conjecture fails. (In fact, it fails fork = 2.) This is
true despite the fact that the trackless model does not
require memoryless computation.

Our main result is a lower bound of23
11 ≈ 2.09 on the

competiveness of any deterministic trackless online
algorithm for the 2-server problem. For randomized
trackless online algorithms for the 2-server problem
against an oblivious adversary, we show a lower bound
of 1+√2/2≈ 1.7071 on the competitiveness. This is
higher than the best known lower bound for the same
problem without the tracklessness restriction.

2. The tracklessk-server problem

In thek-server problemwe are givenk > 2 mobile
servers 1, . . . , k that reside in a metric spaceM.
A sequence of requests% = r1 . . . rn is issued, where
each request is specified by a pointrt ∈ M. To
“satisfy” this request, one of the servers must be
moved to rt , t = 1, . . . , n, at a cost equal to the
distance from its current location tort . An algorithm
A for the k-server problem decides which server
should be moved at each stept .A is said to beonlineif
its decisions are made without the knowledge of future
requests. Our goal is to minimize the total service cost.
A isC-competitiveif the cost incurred byA to service
each request sequence% is at mostC times the optimal
(offline) service cost for%, plus possibly an additive
constant independent of%. (See Chapter 1 of [2] for
a comprehensive discussion of competitiveness.) The

competitive ratio ofA is the smallestC for whichA
isC-competitive.

Assume now that the servers are initially located at
pointss0

1, . . . , s
0
k ∈M. Let sti ∈M denote the location

of serveri at timet , meaning after the requestrt has
been serviced. Note thatst−1

i r t is the distance between
the location ofsi and the requestrt at the time that
request is made, and before any server has moved. We
say that a pointp ∈ M is active at stept if there is
either a server or a request atp at the time of the
t th request. That is,p is active at stept if and only
if p ∈ {rt , st−1

1 , . . . , st−1
k }.

We define aA to be atracklessalgorithm for the
k-server problem if:
(1) A can only move a server to an active point. That

is, every output ofA at stept is of the form “Move
si to r” or “Move si to sj ”.

(2) A receives at stept as inputs only{st−1
i r t } for

16 i 6 k.
We assume thatA initially knows the distances

among all servers. We do not restrict the computa-
tional power of a trackless algorithm, and we allow
A to store inputs from previous steps and use them
in its calculations.2 However, all trackless algorithms
currently in the literature use only O(k) time at each
step to make their calculations. We now review some
of these.

Irani–Rubinfeld Algorithm. The Irani–Rubinfeld
Algorithm, also known as BALANCE2 [10], is a de-
terministic trackless algorithm for thek-server prob-
lem in an arbitrary metric space. It uses O(k) memory
and O(k) time at each step. Fork = 2, the competi-
tiveness of BALANCE2 is at most 10, but a 6 point
counter-example shows that the competitiveness can-
not be less than 6 for general spaces [4].

BALANCE_SLACK. BALANCE_SLACK is a de-
terministic trackless algorithm for the 2-server prob-
lem in an arbitrary metric space [4]. It uses O(1)mem-
ory and O(1) time at each step. It is 4-competitive for
an arbitrary metric space.

RANDOM_SLACK. RANDOM_SLACK is a ran-
domized trackless algorithm for the 2-server problem

2 Note therefore, that at stept ,A may know the distances among
all servers before and after each request.
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in an arbitrary metric space [4]. It is memoryless and
uses O(1) time at each step. It is 2-competitive for an
arbitrary metric space.

HARMONIC. HARMONIC is a randomized track-
less algorithm for thek-server problem in an arbi-
trary metric space. It uses O(k) time at each step, and
is memoryless. Its competitiveness is conjectured to
be
(
k+1

2

)
, see [13]. Fork = 2, its competitiveness is

known to be 3, see [6].

LRU. Least Recently Usedand other marking algo-
rithms are tracklessk-competitive algorithms for the
paging problem with cache sizek, which is equiva-
lent to thek-server problem in a uniform space [3,14].
They use O(k) memory. (See [2] for a survey.)

MARK. MARK is a trackless randomized algorithm
for the paging problem with cache sizek [9]. It uses
O(k)memory and is(2Hk−1)-competitive [1], where
Hk is thekth Harmonic number.

3. The deterministic lower bound

In this section, we prove that no trackless algorithm
for the 2-server problem which works for all metric
spaces can be less than23

11-competitive. First we state,
without proof, three easy technical lemmas.

We say thatA’s serversmatch the servers of an
optimal offline algorithm (referred to as “the optimal
servers”, for short) if they are at the same points.

Lemma 1. If the optimal servers are at two distinct
points x and y, there is a request sequence whose
optimal cost is zero, and which forcesA to move its
two servers tox andy.

Lemma 2. If the optimal servers matchA’s servers
at distinct pointsx andy, wherexy = d1, and if there
is a point z such thatxz = yz = d2, then there is a
request sequence such that, ifA serves this sequence,
it paysd1+ d2, the optimal cost isd2, and at the end
of the serviceA’s servers match the optimal servers,
either atx, z or at y, z.

We say thatA is lazy if it moves at most one server
at each step, and then only to the current request point.

Without loss of generality, every trackless online
algorithm is lazy, as follows from Lemma 3 below.

Lemma 3. Given any trackless online algorithm for
the k-server problem, there is a lazy trackless online
algorithm for thek-server problem which does not
have greater cost.

We are now ready to state the lower bound result.

Theorem 1. There is no deterministic trackless on-
line algorithm for the2-server problem which isC-
competitive for anyC < 23

11 ≈ 2.09.

Proof. Let M be the set of vertices of the tiles of a
tiling of the plane into congruent equilateral triangles
(see Fig. 1). We think ofM as an infinite graph, where
the edges are the edges of the triangles. Distance is
defined to be the length (number of edges) of the
shortest path between two points.

Now, let A be any trackless algorithm for the 2-
server problem inM. We assume that the two servers
begin at points which are distance 1 apart inM. We
show that there exists a request sequence,α, in M

such that, afterA servicesα, its two servers are again
distance 1 apart, and the total cost of moving the
servers is positive and is at least23

11 times the optimal
cost. We call such a sequence aphase. To show thatA
cannot beC-competitive for anyC < 23

11, we simply
request many phases.

We now describe the request sequenceα. We leta, b
be the locations of the servers 1 and 2, respectively, at

Fig. 1. The metric spaceM .
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the beginning of a phase. Pick pointsc, d, e,p, q ∈M
such that:
(1) cd = de = 1, ad = ae = 4, andac = bc = bd =

be= 3.
(2) pq = 1, aq = 2, andap = bp = bq = 3.
Because of the geometry ofM such points exist, see
Fig. 1. There are six cases depending on whenA
moves server 2 for the first time: we assume thatA
servesc with 1.

Case1:A servescd with 1,2. In this case, defineα
to be the concatenation of four parts. The first part is
cd . The second part is a sequence given by Lemma 1
which forces the servers toa andd , which are 4 apart.
The third part is given by Lemma 2, and forces the
servers to points which are 2 apart. The fourth part
is given by Lemma 2 again, and forces the servers
to points which are 1 apart. The algorithm pays 6 to
servicecd , pays at least 3 to service the second part, at
least 6 to service the third part, and at least 3 to service
the fourth part. Thus, the algorithm pays at least 18 to
serviceα. The optimal service servescd with servers
2,2, at a cost of 4. The cost of servicing the second
part is 0, as the optimal servers are already ata, d . The
optimal cost to service the third part is 2 and to service
the fourth part is 1, by Lemma 2. Thus, the optimal
cost of servicingα is 7.

Case2:A servescdewith 1,1,2. In this case, define
α to be cde, followed by a sequence, as given by
Lemma 1, that forces the servers toa ande, followed
by two sequences that force the servers to points which
are 1 apart, due to Lemma 2 as described in Case 1.
The total cost forA for the phase is at least 20, while
the optimal cost is 8.

Case3: A servescdedwith 1,1,1,2. In this case,
defineα to becded, followed by a sequence, as given
by Lemma 1, that forces the servers toa and d ,
followed by two sequences that force the servers to
points which are 1 apart, as given by Lemma 2. The
total cost forA for the phase is at least 21, while the
optimal cost is 9.

Case4: A servescdedewith 1,1,1,1,2. In this
case, defineα to be cdede, followed by a sequence,
as given by Lemma 1, that forces the servers toa and
e, followed by two sequences that force the servers to
points which are 1 apart, as given by Lemma 2. The
total cost forA for the phase is at least 22, while the
optimal cost is 10.

Case5:A servescdededwith 1,1,1,1,1,2. In this
case, defineα to becdeded, followed by a sequence,
as given by Lemma 1, that forces the servers toa and
d , followed by two sequences that force the servers to
points which are 1 apart, as given by Lemma 2. The
total cost forA for the phase is at least 23, while the
optimal cost is 11.

Case6:A servescdededwith 1,1,1,1,1,1. In this
case, defineα to bepqpqpq , followed by a sequence,
as given by Lemma 1, that forces the servers top
andq , which are 1 apart. It is here that the trackless
property ofA plays a role. SinceA is trackless, it
must respond top the same way it would respond toc,
namely by moving server 1, because the only inputA
uses is the pair of distances(s1r, s2r), which is (3,3)
whetherr is c or p. Similarly, once server 1 is atp, A
must respond to the request atq in the same manner as
it would to the requestd if server 1 were atc, because
in each case, the input is the pair(1,3). Extending
this argument for the entire sequence, we see thatA
must serveα = pqpqpq in the same way as it would
servecdeded, namely with 1,1,1,1,1,1. Thus, after
six steps, server 1 is atq and server 2 is atb. The total
cost forA for the phase is at least 11, while the optimal
cost is 5.

Since

min
{18

7 ,
20
8 ,

21
9 ,

22
10,

23
11,

11
5

}= 23
11,

we have

costA > 23
11 costopt

for the phase.
We return to the situation where ifc is the first

request,A serves that request with server 2. By the
property of tracklessness,A must also serve with 2 if
the first request isp. There is a symmetry ofM which
interchangesa andb, and which interchangesc and
p (see Fig. 1). Thus, by symmetry, a request sequence
can always be chosen so thatcostA > 23

11 costopt for
the phase.

This completes the proof of the lower bound.2
Finally we note that the metric spaceM can be

mapped onto a torus as in Fig. 2. A moment’s thought
shows that with such a mapping the counterexample
can be produced using this finite space of only 64
points.
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Fig. 2. A mapping ofM onto a torus.

4. The randomized lower bound

In this section, we show that no trackless random-
ized online algorithm for the 2-server problem can
have competitiveness less than 1+ 2−1/2≈ 1.7071.

Let n be a large integer, and letε = 2
√

2/n. Let
M be a metric space consisting of a pointa and an
unlimited number of pointsb1, b1, b2, . . . where the
distance froma to eachbi is 1, and the distance from
bi to bj is ε for i 6= j . We refer to the setb1, b2, b3, . . .

as the “B-cluster”. Let the initial positions of the
servers bea andb1. We define a randomized oblivious
adversary against which every deterministic algorithm
is not better than(1+√2/2)-competitive. By [15], this
proves the lower bound.

The adversary request sequence consists of a suffi-
ciently large number ofphases. At the beginning of
each phase, the optimal servers are located ata and at
somebk, and the algorithm’s two servers are located
at a andb` for some`. We now describe one phase.

Points in theB-cluster will not be re-used from
phase to phase;b1 will be considered to be used before
the first phase, hence will never be requested. Letm be
the number of points in theB-cluster that have been
used up to the beginning of this phase. (Those points
will necessarily beb1 . . . bm.)

For each phase, independently, the adversary
chooses one of two strategies, which we call “buzz”
and “wander”. With probability

√
2−1, the adversary

chooses to “buzz” during that phase, and with proba-
bility 2 −√2 the adversary chooses to “wander” dur-
ing that phase.

If the adversary chooses to buzz during the current
phase, it requests(bm+1bm+2)

na. In this case, the
adversary moves its servers tobm+1 and bm+2 and
then at the end of the phase moves one server toa.
The optimal cost for this phase is thus 2+ ε.

With probability 2− √2, the adversary chooses
to wander during the current phase. In this case,
the adversary randomly chooses an integeri in the
range 1. . .n, with equal probability for eachi. The
adversary then requests the sequencebm+1bm+2bm+3
. . . bm+ia. The adversary serves by moving one server
around inside theB-cluster and leaving the other
server ata. Thus, the optimal cost for the phase isiε.

In either case, the phase ends with the requesta.
The expected optimal cost for one phase is

E costopt= n+ 1

2

(
2−√2

)
ε+ (2+ ε)(√2− 1

)
= 4
√

2− 4+O

(
1

n

)
.

We now compute the expected costE costA during
one phase. For any integert > 0, letAt be the deter-
ministic algorithm which serves the firstt requests in
theB-cluster with the same one server that starts in the
B-cluster, and then, at stept + 1, if the request point
is in theB-cluster, moves its server froma. After that,
At uses its two servers to serve all further requests in
theB-cluster, finally moving one of them back toa
whena is requested at the end of the phase. LetA∞
be thestubbornalgorithm, which serves all requests in
theB-cluster with one server, never moving the server
from a during that phase. It is clear that any lazy ran-
domized algorithmA must behave as eitherA∞, or
At for somet , during each phase.

Lemma 4. During each phase,

E costA > 2
√

2−O

(
1

n

)
.

Proof. CaseI: A=A∞. In this case,A expends 2nε
with probability

√
2−1, and with probability 2−√2,

expendsεi where the average value ofi is (n+ 1)/2.
Thus

E costA = n+ 1

2

(
2−√2

)
ε+ 2nε

(√
2− 1

)
> 6− 2

√
2> 2

√
2.
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CaseII: A=At for t < n. If the adversary buzzes,
then A expendstε before it movesa over to the
B-cluster, after which further service is free, other
than the final move back toa. It must also pay 2 to
jump froma to theB-cluster and back.

If the adversary wanders, then eitheri 6 t , in which
caseA never moves its server froma, but paysiε to
move its server around inside theB-cluster, ori > t , in
which caseA paystε to move its server around inside
theB-cluster before it moves a server froma, but then
must pay(i − t − 1)ε more to move servers around
inside theB cluster after that. It must also pay 2 to
jump froma to theB-cluster and back. Summing up
the terms, we have

E costAt =
t∑
i=1

1

n

(
2−√2

)
iε

+
n∑

i=t+1

1

n

(
2−√2

)(
2+ (i − 1)ε

)
+ (√2− 1

)
(2+ tε)

= 2
√

2±O

(
1

n

)
.

Case III: A = At for t > n. If t > 2n, thenAt
behaves exactly asA∞, and we are done. Thus, we
can assume thatn 6 t < 2n. If the adversary buzzes,
A expendstε + 2, while if the adversary wanders,A
expendsiε. Summing up the terms, we have

E costA =
n∑
i=1

1

n

(
2−√2

)
iε+ (√2− 1

)
(2+ tε)

> 2
√

2+ (t − n)ε > 2
√

2. 2
Theorem 2. There is no randomized trackless on-
line algorithm for the 2-server problem which is
C-competitive for anyC < 1+2−1/2≈ 1.7071against
the oblivious adversary.

Proof. Suppose thatC < 1 + 2−1/2. Let % be the
request sequence inM consisting of the concatenation
of a large number of independent randomly chosen
phases. Then, by Lemma 4, for any deterministic
trackless online algorithmA, the ratiocostA /costopt

converges to

2
√

2

4
√

2− 4
±O

(
1

n

)
= 1+ 2−1/2±O

(
1

n

)
and we are done.2

5. Final comments

The tree algorithm is ak-competitive algorithm for
the k-server problem in trees [5]. We note that the
tree algorithm, although not explicitly trackless, can
be rewritten as a trackless algorithm. The trackless ver-
sion uses a “virtual tree”, which the algorithm builds
from the trackless input. The tree may differ from the
actual tree, but it is a close enough approximation to
ensurek-competitiveness. The construction and proof
are somewhat tedious and will be published elsewhere.

The randomized competitiveness of the 2-server
problem is not known. The best known upper bound
is 2, and the best known lower bound is 1+ e−1/2 ≈
1.6065 [8], while we can show a lower bound of
1+ 2−1/2≈ 1.707 for the competitiveness of any ran-
domized trackless algorithm for the 2-server problem
in general metric spaces. This is an indicator, but not
a proof, that the randomized competitiveness and the
randomized trackless competitiveness of thek-server
problem in general are different.

For uniform spaces, the deterministic competitive-
ness of thek-server problem isk, and since a uniform
space can be embedded in a tree, there is also ak-
competitive trackless algorithm. But the situation for
randomized algorithms is different. In particular, there
is a 3

2-competitive randomized online algorithm for the
2-server problem in a uniform space and this is known
to be optimal against an oblivious adversary [12]. Pre-
liminary calculations indicate that there is no random-
ized trackless algorithm for that problem with compet-
itiveness less than37

24 ≈ 1.5416.
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